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noor jehan-a
lucid dream

The movie features impres-
sive dream artisans who 
are able not just to con-
trol the shape and con-
tent of their own dreams, 
but also those of others.

Such feats of dream manip-
ulation may not seem pos-
sible to the same extent in 
our real lives, but they 
are not altogether absent.

Written by Maria Cohut, Ph.D. on Sep-
tember 14, 2018 - Fact checked by 
Jasmin Collier



"All that we see or 
seem/Is but a dream 
within a dream."

Whether or not he is 
right is a matter 
for philosophers to 
debate, but the 
boundary between 
dream and reality is 
something that 
lucid dreaming 
seems to explore.

Edgar Allan Poe



We all experience 
unwanted impulses 
or urges from time 
to time. How we deal 
with those feelings, 
however, can mean 
the difference be-
tween acceptable or 
unacceptable behav-
iors. Acting on these 
urges in the wrong 
way can be inappro-
priate,

By Kendra Cherry 
Updated December 26, 
2018

soltitude of pandemonium





identity-narcissim-reflection

 always eat your food in 
such a way that it won’t 
turn someone else’s stom-
ach; on Sundays try to 
walk like a lady and not 
like the slut you are so 
bent on becoming; don’t 
sing benna in Sunday 
school; you mustn’t speak 
to wharf-rat boys, not 
even to give directions; 
don’t eat fruits on the 
street—flies will follow 
you;.

GIRL by Jamaica Kincaid





"Medical Art Thera-
pists to “be the human 
junction for people, 
of humility [and] ex-
pression” when they 
are in “the most vul-
nerable part of [their] 
life” (Participant A). 
Adding on to the dis-
cussion of Art Thera-
py’s contribution 
within patients’ treat-
ment, one group 
member noted, “the 
art. . .doesn’t always 
have to be directed at 
this medical issue” 
(Participant D)—to 
which another partici-
pant agreed: “it’s just 
a human element” (Par-
ticipant A).

Medical Art Therapy Hope Kinney
Loyola Marymount University, hope.kin-
ney@gmail.com Elizabeth Mueller
Loyola Marymount University

art therapy





The period was always 
the humblest of 
punctuation marks. 
Recently, however, 
it’s started getting 
angry. I ’ve noticed it 
in my text messages 
and online chats, 
where people use the 
period not simply to 
conclude a sentence, 
but to announce “I am 
not happy about the 
sentence I just con-
cluded.”

When did our plainest punc-
tuation mark become so ag-
gressive?
By BEN CRAIR
November 25, 2013

full-stop



The Artist in Guadalajara, Mexico. © 
David Shrigley

By Michael Price
Monitor Staff

June 2009, Vol 40, No. 6
Print version: page 34

-thoughts from time of war and death

-development of human beings

-no different than that of animal

- perfection in human beings,expected to be their
   development into supermen

-compulsion  for perfrom

-man is not a gentle creature



I 'm the author of the national best-
selling book Captivate, creator of 
People School, and behavioral investi-
gator.

homo homini lupus

man is a savage beast,even to its
own kind



rauschnergs art
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daniel silver human activity

chaotic human mind

-kowleen -hong kong

-small changes
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- edge of chaos

- fighter pilot



solititude of
pendominuim

(identity,narcissitic,society)



dark side of human nature

work of man ray



June 7, 2013 • Contributed by Andrea Sch-
neider, LCSW, Learning Difficulties Topic 
Expert Contributor

-lucifer effect

-marina abramai rythem

-king herod

-gabriel aztorbat

-revenge





Arielle R. Baskin-Sommers, Harvard Medical School, 
McLean Hospital, Boston, Massachusetts, USA; University 
of Wisconsin, Madison, Wisconsin, USA;

-lucifer effect

-strong commitment

-high on exploration

-perspectide

-trauma bonding

identity crisis



"All that we see or 
seem/Is but a dream 
within a dream."

Whether or not he is 
right is a matter 
for philosophers to 
debate, but the 
boundary between 
dream and reality is 
something that 
lucid dreaming 
seems to explore.

Edgar Allan Poe

"All that we see or 
seem/Is but a dream 
within a dream."

Whether or not he is 
right is a matter 
for philosophers to 
debate, but the 
boundary between 
dream and reality is 
something that 
lucid dreaming 
seems to explore.

Edgar Allan Poe



by Meena Sharify-Funk

Ibn Muqla developed a 
system of a propor-
tioned Arabic alphabet 
that was based on the 
art of sacred geometry. 
For Ibn Muqla, every 
Arabic letter is in rela-
tion to a circle and its 
diameter. The point, or 
nuqta, was the ultimate 
means for precise meas-
urement. This one was 
written in 2014 by Ahmed 
Fares, an Egyptian 
master calligrapher. It 
measures 80 cm. wide by 
60 cm. tall and uses 
handmade Japanese ink 
on handmade acid-free 
paper. The alif is pure 
gold.

the dot science





PATRICK KEILLER

nukta is sufism



point,maths,nothing,conceptualized concept

by William C. Chittick

"The Central Point" was first published in the Journal of the Muhyiddin Ibn 'Arabi Society, Vol. XXXV, 2004

Other writing by William Chittick bearing on this subject includes:

qunwai



-devangari script

-various languages

the dot,its placement changes the meaning
Dr. Attash Durrani

orgin





June 7, 2013 • Contributed by Andrea Sch-
neider, LCSW, Learning Difficulties Topic 
Expert Contributor



,Joe Moran
Professor of English and Cultural His-
tory, Liverpool John Moores University

Only when the full stop arrives can the meaning 
of a sentence be fulfilled. The full stop offers 
the reader relief, allowing her to close the circle 
of meaning and take a mental breath.

Full stops also give writing its rhythm. They come 
in different places, cutting off short and long 
groups of words, varying the cadences – those 
drops in pitch at the sentence’s end which signal 
that the sentence, and the sentiment, are done.

June 7, 2013 • Contributed by Andrea Sch-
neider, LCSW, Learning Difficulties Topic 
Expert Contributor









the narcisstic society puts full-
stops to alot of behaviourl

projections,not only this the 
chaos inside the mind also begins

like a nukta the dark spots around 
which the the circles form
which lead to the big bang



nukta



nukta is nothing if we,
don’t understand it and 

everything if we do



existentialism



existentialism is a philosophy concerned with finding self and the 
meaning of life through free will, choice, and personal responsibili-
ty. The belief is that people are searching to find out who and what 
they are throughout life as they make choices based on their experi-

ences, beliefs, and outlook. And personal choices become unique 
without the necessity of an objective form of truth. An existentialist 
believes that a person should be forced to choose and be responsi-

ble without the help of laws, ethnic rules, or traditions.



Nihilism



Nihilism derives its name from the Latin root nihil, meaning 
nothing, that which does not exist. This same root is 

found in the verb “annihilate” -- to bring to nothing, to 
destroy completely. Nihilism is the belief which:

labels all values as worthless, therefore, nothing can be 
known or communicated.

associates itself with extreme pessimism and a radical 
skepticism, having no loyalties.



Existential Nihilism



“If we believe in nothing, if nothing has any mean-
ing and if we can affirm no values whatsoever, 
then everything is possible and nothing has any 

importance.” — Albert Camus



this door is green

existentialism gives us free 
will and choice giving us the 

opportunity to make our own 
beliefs and question knowl-

edge since knowledge is base-
less theory based on another 
indiviuals assumption putting 

knowledge in question



existance precedes essence



man makes his own pos-
sibilities from which he 

must chose from explore 
the radical freedom 

there is no good or bad 
we label what is good 
and what is bad we de-
termine the nature of 

things around us.



man exists when he purpos-
es to be and to be not what 

he wishes to be becauce 
nothing can save a man 

from himself 



man is an end to its ownself

hell is other people



our lives are futile and purpose-
less with the concept that man is 

simple is makes himself makes 
meaning giving us the opportunity 
since there is no purpose we make 
our own life pur own meaning in 

life.



rationality shpuld be 
more concerned with our 
beliefs which would lead 

us to thrive not to aid 
our survival but thrive



nukta
life

depth

identity
the darkspot

infinity

thought provoking

big bang

knowledge

assumptions

existential nihilism

first interllect

point of knowledge



THE SPOT



THE BIG BANG



our lives are futile and purpose-
less with the concept that man is 

simple is makes himself makes 
meaning giving us the opportunity 
since there is no purpose we make 
our own life pur own meaning in 

life.

IDENTITY
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EXPLORATION



CACTUS
Cactus, a rigid plant that is known for thriving in 
the harsh condit ions the deserts no different the a 
‘Nukta’ . A nukta that stood against the test of time 
and witnessed everything that the desert has to 
offer.the cactus is no different than time in the 
eternal desert and once the time comes to an 
end, it is unified with eternity due to its interdepen-

dence on eternity.



THE RAG
The pieces of cloth labeled as “Rags” l ie around, coming 
into existence by thread woven together.These rags lay 
around but a designer with a true eye to whom it’s l ike 
what alchemy is to an alchemist.Changes its essence, fabri-
cates its drapes, changed into a dress,sold,worn,thrown away, 
used as hand me down.The rag transformed into a dress 
l ives quite a few l ives, imprints on people. It develops an 
aura, a personal ity, a name. Ult imately it exists to be a rag 
with a history that is unknown, changed and written by 
people whose skin it has touched, whose scent exists within 

it , deep within its weave.



MUJRIM SAY MEHRAM

The world a vicious place with people affecting peo-
ple.These narcissist ic frustrated societal pressures changing 
the l ife of an individual by a mere nukta which is bel ieved 
to be nothing in this world.With family raping, sel l ing, aban-
doning their own flesh and blood the nukta- this perfect 
symbol ful l of imperfection changes a mehram to a mu-
jraim.The nukta which is labeled as ‘muqaddar’ , it is pre-des-
tined. No it’s the nukta of ‘kismet, of fate that we humans 
develop for ourselves. Representative of the stigma that 
what happens is justified by the concept of muqaddar. 
When a mehram becomes a mujarim of its own or when 
a mujarim who is forced to become a mehram, the mere 
dots posit ioning or changing the world, l ife and meaning to 

one’s l ife.



ASH-TRAY

We come across people from different walks of l ives who 
sit together.Who have developed their own circumpunct, 
they are the nukta of their their own l ife, leaving marks in 
this world. Some would sit along with friends to enjoy the 
good drag of a cigarette, whi le some would fight off their 
sorrows with a cigarette.Whi le someone would feed the tox-
icity to their dark spot, to feed their own chaotic 
minds.Whi le some of us would give into peer pressure leav-
ing us with buds which carry our DNA leaving marks in this 
world.The start to a sad l ife or perhaps a start to the road 
to cancer, that bud of a cigarette signifies either the start 

of a new journey or an end to an old journey.



PAINT

The spi l l ing of paint something an artist has seen al l their 
l ives. At one point or another whi le some have chosen to 
wipe it off .Others tend to make a piece out of it whi le 
some just tend to do it out of purpose. The colours which 
give them deep meaning, to express themselves. It is a 
mode of escape. Art is something subjective, it means so 
much more to what a single individual is to see. Its bug en-
graved in our minds which one sees beyond the pointless 
paint splatters can never be brought back to its natural 

form.



POTATOES TO FRENCH FIRES

Transit ion of form and shape begins from a mere dot. A 
single point where the intended transit ion of an object 
begins and the capabi l ity of transforming-in this case a 
potato to fries. Changing it to any form required begins 

from a single point.



THE END TO A START.

The l it coi l , which burns and reaches its end. Signifying the 
nukta, how it begins at one end and dies at another end. 
The nukta in this case is a representation of temporary ex-
istence and so is the coi l . The coi l used for its purpose for 
a specified period of time and how it ceases to exist after 

the purpose is fulfi l led.



KHUDA SE JHUDA

The notion of birth and how we are born with a rel igion 
before we are put into a category by the society. The 
identity we are born with, the rel igion being the nukta in 
this case and how a human being deviates from his des-
tined  path. The human who shuns a bel ief and diverges.





























THE MYSTIC SEMA CERMONY





We come spinning out of nothingness, scat-
tering stars l ike dust. The stars form a circle 

and in the centre we dance.’



Phenakistiscope zoetropes toki



birth life death



serma ceremony



nothingness



rationality/halo





The nuqta usually 
considered an 
end to a sen-
tence or a begin-
ning to a new 
sentence exists 
in many languag-
es such as ur-
du,english,hindi,
persian and so 
on and so forth 
with the same 
purpose that is of 
a punctuation 
mark 

By the islamic 
scholors the nuqta 

was used in 
mathematics and 

for call igraphic 
purposes,during 

the time.the shape 
of the nuqta 

evelved but it held 
the same 

importance and 
meaning that it 

does today.
it was deemed as 

the first 
l imitation to a 

surface 

The islamic Qunawi phi-
lospher declared the 

nuqta had no 
dimensions and it was 
nothing that it stands 

beyond all 
attributes also that it is 

orgin of existence ande-
veryone and 

everything is a nuqta in 
this world 

everything that  stands 
fourth emerges from the 

nuqta itself 

Orginally came into 
existence as a 
dialectic mark in the 
devanagri script to 
represent sound,in 
many ways the 
nuqta,be it langauges 
or situations the nuq-
ta’s placement 
changes its meaning.

NUQTA

The NUQTA is nothing if we, don’t understand it and
everything if we do

We are this nuqta. the 
nuqta a place within us 

were we can retreat 
back to from the chaotic 
l ife we build, erase our 

problems in order to 
have a clean slate. In a 

sense to redeem our 
own souls.

The nuqta can be seen 
in the scientif ic,philo-
sphical viewpoint the 

big bang is believed to 
be generated from a 
mere point and from 
their on the universe 
came into existence.

The nuqta is 
the starting 
point of any-
thing or every-
thing. The 
nuqta explodes 
with Big Bang. 
And becomes 
universe. the 
explosion’s ef-
fects are dy-
namics. The 
Universe con-
tinues to 
expand. In this 
universe there 
are microcosms 
the earth. Man 
his spirit, etc 
All emanates 
from one point.

The nuqta from a 
existential nihilsim 
viewpoint if seen it 

justif ies that existence 
precedes essence that 
everything is meaning-

less,that we are all 
nuqta’s and as 

human’s we make sense 
of our existence 

ourselves.

We all humans are nuqtas in this world we are eternal we go on 
from generations, years centuries to centuries having an impact 

be it bloodline, our grave the nuqtas of this world are on going 
are eterna.The nuqta is the first i l lusion of the Self, the first l im-
itation of SPACE, even as Spirit is the first l imitation of Self ex-

istence. The nuqta is l i fe localised as a center of power; the 
blank paper is l i fe unlimited. The nuqta must sometime be 

erased, because nothing but the blank paper is infinite.

The NUQTA 
the epitome
symbol 
for existence
and infinite.



nuqta
  The Moon seems small and inconspicuous, but one thing we are 
always aware of is that it is ever-changing, growing from a thin 

sliver to a round, glowing orb and then slowly fading back again to 
+,1%&+$9�%"�*,,+�%�0���&+i+&1"� 6 )"�)&("�-",-)"�4%,��/"��,/+8�
mature into adults, age and eventually die, but our children are 

there to start the cycle over again. Some people believe that the 
"rebirth" of the moon hints at the renewal of the soul through rein-

 �/+�1&,+��+!�0,*"�!""*�&1��0�1%"�"5&01"+ "��"&+$�&+i+&1"9

  The moon like nuqta effects generally the bodily movement the 
new moon is considered is the start of new beginnings.the new 

moon is the nuqta of existence which develops effecting all every-
thing which falls within its peripheral expanding throughout the 29 

days cycle. the moon is believed to transiition overtime 
change its shape color with time.

It is believed the humans transition with the concept of existence 
precedes essence.the moon movement strengthen the existence of 

human. moon begins its transition back to the dark moon.Moon 
cycles are similar to the cycle of a seed: the seed grows into a 
o,4"/8�1%"+��),,*08��+!�1%"+�!&"08 ,*&+$�&+1,�"5&01"+ "��$�&+�

the nuqta of existence continues to exist.

.  The nuqta is the starting point of anything or everything. The 
moon cycle continues to radiate. The Universe continues to 

expand. In this universe there are microcosms the earth. Man his 
0-&/&18�"1 ��))�"*�+�1"0�#/,*�,+"�-,&+191%"�+2.1��&0�1%"�i/01�&))20&,+�
,#�1%"��")#8�1%"�i/01�)&*&1�1&,+�,#������8�"3"+��0��-&/&1�&0�1%"�i/01�

limitation of Self existence. The nuqta is life localised as a center of 
power; the blank paper is life unlimited. 
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complexityNUQTA
(The big idea)



complexity

NUQTA
Nuqta believed to be a dialectic symbol but this meaningless mark is much more then that its the the drop of creation, 
making us as nuqtas of this world.

The nuqta signi!es that the existence is eternal, its the start to and end and vice versa.Its the !rst limitation of a space 
and also the !rst limitation within the self. It gives us the opportunity to retreat back and redeem ourselves

The nuqta is the universal consciousness, we stir as nuqtas our life into motion to start our own journey in this world. 
This journey helps us evolve our souls to !nd our purpose

We as nuqtas have a ampli!ed impact as nuqtas on the other nuqtas of the world we radiate from the centre out and 
give out energy.Making our existence in!nite yet lost in this world.

The nuqta is the !rst illusion of the Self, the !rst limitation of SPACE, even as Spirit is the !rst limitation of Self existence. 
The nuqta is life localised as a center of power; the blank paper is life unlimited. The nuqta must sometime be erased, 
because nothing but the blank paper is in!nite.

Making nuqta the mark of unity and creation together making nuqta in!nite.

Abstract









complexity

NUQTA
With the unity of existence being one primanal point,making it inifnite,would it be safe to say that

the nuqta is that point of orgin of everything?

Thesis question



complexity

Research

The first thought when the word nuqta comes up is that we know it as the period or 
full-stop. To us its just a punctuation mark which is used to end a sentence. The 
first thought when the word nuqta comes up is that we know it as the period or 
full-stop. To us its just a punctuation mark which is used to end a sentence. 

If you dig deeper, the meaning of nuqta which to a lot is a meaningless mark, we 
come to this conclusion that we ourselves are a nuqta. We also derive this from the 
concept of the big bang which generated an atom from which each-one of us 
came into existence. Furthermore, the concept of human fertilization is an example 
it is also signifies/considered to be the droplet of  creation.

The nuqta signifies eternity it makes easier to understand logic.it can put at end 
while simultaneously making and breaking.its the first limitation in a given space we 
are nuqtas we exist we shape and create whatever we desire.The nuqta holds so 
much that it has the power to shape the universe. we can retreat back to the nuqta 
and start all over again. The nuqta is something so simple, something we believe is 
nothing, yet its is safe to say that its the mark of existence. 

-

-

-



complexity

Research
 The nuqta is believed to be the primal point of everything be it meta physics, math-
ematics or mysticism its also considered the first intellect with the nuqta formed 
when upon touched a paper. The circle around the nuqta is the universe and we 
are this nuqta. the nuqta a place within us were we can retreat back to from the 
chaotic life we build, erase our problems in order to have a clean slate. In a sense 
to redeem our own souls. 
We as nuqtas in this world are trying to find our purpose, find their own meaning 
generating from one nuqta and navigating our way to find ecstasy which varies 
from person to person. 
The nuqta is the first illusion of the Self, the first limitation of SPACE, even as Spirit 
is the first limitation of Self existence. The nuqta is life localised as a center of 
power; the blank paper is life unlimited. The nuqta must sometime be erased, be-
cause nothing but the blank paper is infinite. 

The nuqta is the universal consciousness, we stir as nuqtas our life into motion to 
start our own journey in this world. This journey helps us evolve our souls and 
become truly illuminated.
We as nuqtas have a amplified impact as nuqtas on the other nuqtas of the world 
we radiate from the centre out and give out energy.

-

-

-



complexity

Excuetion.

- A interactive space of 10 by 10 feet
 

- Navigated by the viewer,with the concepts mentioned earlier in mind with the concept 
    of infinity and resonance.

- With the center piece being a nuqta showing infinity with the resonance shown through 
   the outbreak from the nuqta in the forms of light of different colors coming out from the cente.

-  Proving the concept of unity. 

- The main inspiration from the pulse room, making the viewer part of the art installation
 



complexity

Excuetion.
- The space would be a matte black
 

- With hundred lights with colors being blue,pink,green,torquise,yellow,purple.

- Naviagted by two poduims through sensors.

-  The lights would  turn on through different patterns

-  please look at  video 1 attached   

 



complexity

Excuetion. Placement.



complexity

Color pattern.
Excuetion.

front panel 10 by 8



complexity

Color pattern.Excuetion.

Cieling

left panel Right panel



complexity

led lights draft.
Excuetion.

front panel

Cieling

 panel



complexity

Excuetion.
- The space would be a matte black
 

- With hundred lights with colors being blue,pink,green,torquise,yellow,purple.

- Naviagted by two poduims through sensors.

-  The lights would  turn on through different patterns

-  please look at the video attached   

 



complexity

3D Model..
Excuetion.



complexity

Prototype attempt one..
Excuetion.

* watch video 2



complexity

Excuetion.
Prototype final.

* watch video 3 and video 4


